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As a uprising star, the development of Korea is not earlier than China. Korea also
could not compare with the Chinese history and culture. However, we have to admire
the rapid developing culture and creative industry in Korean. The author want to
analyze the method of Korean culture and creative industry, including government
regulation, and how can put the culture into industry, in the meanwhile, acquiring the
economic efficiency. In the other hand, the Korea government pay attention to
intellectual property also benefit for culture and creative industry. On the contrary,
China at the very beginning of the intellectual property, there are huge number of
people lack of copyright protection consciousness. The protection consciousness is the
effective power and protect tool for culture creative industry. How to use intellectual
property to promote Chinese culture and creative industry which is the point we should
focus. The author pay attention to the developing Korean culture and creative
industry,including the Korean government policy,Korean culture history.The reason for
Korean Wave which come from Korean drama spread all over the world. How the
TV,film,and popular star effect the culture industry and tourism experience industry.
How the Korean wave stimulate the tourist industry, how to motivate the Korean
drama to all over the world, how to combine the film and television with tourism, how
to get the profit through culture industry. Compared with culture and creative industry
in China, from the government's policy to local people's attitude. Combine to analyze
Xiamen's culture creative industry. As second-tier city of China, Xiamen exploit
different product to suit for culture market. Take "Magic Min'nan" for example, which
is the representative for Xiamen local history and trait. Analyze the market
management of "Magic Min'nan", including SCP theory analysis. And how to put the
traditional culture into new market, how the market structure promoting culture
heritage at the same time.
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